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ABSTRACT
We present results of an optical search conducted as part of the SH0ES project (Supernovae and H0 for the
Equation of State of dark energy) for Cepheid variable stars using the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) in 19 hosts
of Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) and the maser-host galaxy NGC 4258. The targets include nine newly imaged
SNIa hosts using a novel strategy based on a long-pass filter that minimizes the number of HST orbits required to
detect and accurately determine Cepheid properties. We carried out a homogeneous reduction and analysis
of all observations, including new universal variability searches in all SNIa hosts, which yielded a total of
2200 variables with well-defined selection criteria, the largest such sample identified outside the Local
Group. These objects are used in a companion paper to determine the local value of H0 with a total uncertainty
of 2.4%.
Key words: distance scale – galaxies: distances and redshifts – cosmology: observations – stars: variables:
Cepheids
Supporting material: machine-readable tables
1. INTRODUCTION
The Cepheid period–luminosity relation (hereafter, PLR) or
“Leavitt Law” (Leavitt & Pickering 1912) is one of the most
widely used primary distance indicators and has played a
central role in many efforts to determine the local expansion
rate of the universe or Hubble constant (H0; Hubble 1929). Six
decades worth of efforts on the extragalactic distance scale
(summarized in the reviews by Madore & Freedman 1991;
Jacoby et al. 1992) led to σ≈10% determinations of this key
cosmological parameter by Freedman et al. (2001) and Sandage
et al. (2006) using the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The
discovery of the acceleration of cosmic expansion (Riess et al.
1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999) motivated the continued
development of increasingly more robust and precise distance
ladders to better constrain the nature of dark energy. Building
on the discovery of a large sample of Cepheids in NGC 4258
(N4258; Macri et al. 2006, hereafter M06) and the promising
geometric distance to this galaxy (Herrnstein et al. 1999), the
SH0ES project (Supernovae and H0 for the Equation of State of
dark energy) focused on reducing sources of systematic
uncertainty that yielded s =H 50( ) %, 3.3%, and 2.4% (Riess
et al. 2009a, 2011, 2016, hereafter R09a, R11, and R16,
respectively).
The most recent of these determinations benefits from many
improvements to the distance scale over the past decade,
including but not limited to high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
parallaxes to Milky Way Cepheids (Benedict et al. 2007; Riess
et al. 2014; Casertano et al. 2016); larger samples of Cepheids
in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) with homogeneous
optical and near-infrared light curves (Soszynski et al. 2008;
Macri et al. 2015); and robust distances to the LMC
(Pietrzyński et al. 2013) and N4258 (Humphreys et al. 2013).
R16 ties these improvements on the “first rung” of the ladder to
a sample of 281 Type Ia supernovae (SNeIa) in the Hubble
flow through Cepheid-based distances to 19 host galaxies of
“ideal” SNeIa. The aim of this publication is to present the
details of the optical observations; data reduction and analysis;
and selection of the Cepheid variables in these SNIa hosts and
the anchor N4258. Near-infrared follow-up observations of
these Cepheids are presented in our companion paper (R16).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the HST observations and data reduction. Details of the
point-spread function (PSF) photometry and calibration steps are
given in Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss the Cepheid search
and selection criteria and in Section 5 we address systematic
corrections. Our results are summarized in Section 6.
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Table 1
HST Observations Analyzed in this Work
Galaxy Prop ID Camera(s) Date Exposure Time/Filter/Epoch (s) A/M
F555W F814W F350LP
N1015 12880 WFC3 2013 Jun 30 480 600 2288 A
N1015 12880 WFC3 2013 Jul 10 480 600 2288 A
N1015 12880 WFC3 2013 Jul 20 480 600 2288 A
N1015 12880 WFC3 2013 Jul 30 480 600 2288 A
N1015 12880 WFC3 2013 Aug 08 480 600 2288 A
N1015 12880 WFC3 2013 Aug 16 ... ... 2288 A
N1015 12880 WFC3 2013 Aug 21 480 600 2288 A
N1015 12880 WFC3 2013 Aug 31 480 600 2288 A
N1015 12880 WFC3 2013 Sep 09 480 600 2288 A
N1015 12880 WFC3 2013 Sep 16 480 600 2288 A
N1015 12880 WFC3 2013 Sep 26 480 600 2288 A
N1015 12880 WFC3 2013 Oct 08 480 1080 2288 A
Note. A/M: Images processed using [A]stroDrizzle or [M]ultiDrizzle.
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
Figure 1. Color images of the galaxies studied in this paper. The HST ACS or WFC3 fields of view are outlined only in those cases where the size of the image is
significantly larger.
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2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
HST observations of Cepheid variables span more than two
decades, highlighting the relevance of this topic for the initial
development and subsequent mission of the observatory. The
earliest Cepheid observations we analyzed were obtained with
the Wide Field and Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) as part of the
initial efforts to measure H0 with HST (Freedman et al. 2001;
Sandage et al. 2006) and were later used by Freedman et al.
(2012) to reach beyond the LMC for the Carnegie Hubble
Project. The famous chevron-shaped field of view of this
instrument consists of three quadrants spanning 80 on a side,
sampled at 0. 1 pix−1, with the remaining quadrant covering
37 on a side at a finer scale of 0. 046 pix−1 (McMaster et al.
2008). Given the overall poorer sampling of the PSF and lower
throughput of this camera relative to more modern instruments,
we only used these images for time series information and
relied on subsequent observations to generate input star lists
and to calibrate the photometry.
We also re-analyzed observations obtained in previous phases
of our project (Riess et al. 2009b; hereafter R09b; R11) with the
Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) Wide Field Channel
(WFC) and/or the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) Ultraviolet and
Visible Channel (UVIS). ACS/WFC has a field of view of 202
on a side sampled at 0. 05 pix−1, while WFC3/UVIS has a field
of view 162 on a side sampled at 0. 04 pix−1 (Dressel 2016).
Finally, we obtained new observations of nine SNIa hosts using
WFC3. We obtained the majority of our optical images with these
modern cameras, 113 and 132 unique epochs with ACS and
WFC3, respectively, while WFPC2 contributes a smaller fraction
with 67 epochs. Table 1 contains information on all the optical
observations used in our analysis (both archival or newly
obtained) including the proposal ID, camera, date, and exposure
time in each filter. Figure 1 displays a color image of each SNIa
host galaxy and the field observed with HST. Additional
observations of all targets, obtained using the infrared channel
of WFC3, are described and analyzed by R16.
Given the heavy oversubscription of HST, it is desirable to
minimize the number of orbits required to discover and
characterize Cepheids. Therefore, we took advantage of a novel
Figure 2. Top: filter transmission curves of the traditional V and I filters.
Bottom: system throughput (as calculated by SYNPHOT) for the HST filters
used in this work.
Figure 3. Resulting power spectrum for one set of 100day observations with a
cadence chosen to minimize aliasing in the chosen period range. The dotted
line representing the power spectrum is lowest between the two dashed lines
indicating the 15 and 100day limits in the frequency.
Figure 4. Representative light curves of Cepheids in N5584 for the F555W
(middle in black), F814W (top in red), and F350LP (bottom in blue) filters.
Two cycles are plotted and offsets of −0.25 and +1.25 mag were applied to
F814W and F350LP (respectively) to aid visualization. The best-fit templates
from Yoachim et al. (2009) are plotted using solid lines. The derived periods
are given in days in the top right corner of each panel. All information for these
variables is presented in Table 5.
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capability on HST when imaging the new SNIa hosts: a wide
“white light” filter (labeled F350LP) available on WFC3/UVIS
that enables detection and phasing of these variables ∼2.5 times
faster than the traditional F555W filter. We imaged each target
11–12times over 60–100days, depending on roll-angle
constraints and the number of orbits required per epoch. In
the case of galaxies for which we used the F350LP filter to
carry out the Cepheid search, we obtained shallow images on
several epochs using the F555W (V ) and F814W (I) filters.
These images were stacked and used to obtain mean light -V I
color information (see Section 3), critical for a consistent
selection of Cepheid candidates and for subsequent corrections
to the infrared magnitudes. Figure 2 shows the wavelength
range spanned by these filters.
The flexibility in scheduling made possible by space-based
observations allows for the optimal sampling of Cepheid light
curves with a minimal number of observations. The scheduling
strategy for previous HST-based Cepheid searches has relied
Figure 5. Cepheid amplitude ratios in N5584, relative to F350LP, for F555W
(in black) and F814W (in red). Linear fits as a function of period are displayed
as solid lines. Results are presented in Table 2.
Figure 6. Period–luminosity relations in F350LP, F555W, F814W, and WI for
Cepheids in N5584 that comprise the final subsample used by R16. The solid
lines represent slopes derived from LMC Cepheids by Udalski et al. (1999) in
V (used for F350LP and F555W) and I (used for F814W), and from a global fit
by R16 in WI.
Figure 7. Results of the phase correction tests in N5584. Left panels: no
correction applied. Right panels: correction applied. The correction does not
introduce any statistically significant change in mean magnitudes and helps to
drastically reduce the dispersion.
Table 2
Properties of PLRs and Amplitude Ratios in N5584
Band σPL
A/AW
σ
(A/AW)
[mag] c0 c1
F555W 0.39 1.024±0.011 –0.308±0.052 0.134
F814W 0.31 0.636±0.008 –0.226±0.041 0.107
F350LP 0.37 ... ... ...
Note. W=F350LP. A/Aw= c0+ c1(log P−1.5).
Figure 8. Distribution of L values for all stars in each SNIa host, after
correcting the photometric uncertainties originally reported by ALLFRAME
(see the text for details). The dispersion for each galaxy is given at the top right
of each panel.
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upon a logarithmic spacing of observation intervals (Madore &
Freedman 2005). This technique, sometimes referred to as a
“power-law time distribution,” provides good sensitivity to all
possible periods within the observational baseline. However,
since the Cepheids we seek have clear upper and lower limits in
period, it is possible to select sets of observation time spacings
which are superior to those derived from a power-law
distribution for our period range. In effect, the existence of a
range of preferred periods does provide a natural scale which
we can exploit, unlike the completely scale-free power law. A
strategy similar to ours was independently derived by Saunders
et al. (2006, 2008).
The assertion that a set of observation time spacings can be
selected which will be superior to a power-law distribution is
easily demonstrated by examination of the power spectrum
derived from a discrete Fourier transform of candidate
observation times. A superior set of observation times will
result in lower total power and reduced alias peak size over the
range of frequencies that correspond to reasonable Cepheid
(inverse) periods. Both analytic and “brute force” prediction
algorithms are possible for the production of observation time
sequences. In our case, our proposed time interval list was
determined by selecting times randomly generated from within
an observation window whose upper bound was set by the roll-
angle constraint of HST and whose lower bound was set at
9–10 days, as shorter-period Cepheids are unlikely to be
detected at the distances of the galaxies in our sample. Those
spacings that minimized the integral of the power over the
frequency interval corresponding to the observation window
were retained, as depicted in Figure 3. Alternatively, one could
select the observational intervals on the basis of minimizing the
maximum amplitude of aliasing features within the observa-
tional window, or some weighted combination of area and
amplitude of the power spectrum. In any event, the set of
observational intervals which result from this procedure is
clearly superior to that selected from a power-law distribution.
In instances when the originally planned sequence was
interrupted by a safing event or a failed acquisition, a set of
remaining epochs was produced which, although less optimal
than the original sequence, minimized aliasing in the range of
expected detectable Cepheid periods. We experienced this only
once, when observing U9391.
We retrieved pipeline-processed images using the Mikulski
Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST). In the case of new
observations or targets that were never previously analyzed by
the SH0ES project, we generated our own “drizzled” images
for single-epoch and stacked master frames using v1.1.8 of the
AstroDrizzle package (Gonzaga et al. 2012) with the
native WFC3 pixel size and the pixel fraction parameter set to
1. The MAST pipeline provided images that were already
corrected for the effects of charge-transfer efficiency (CTE) for
the ACS data only. Therefore, we performed CTE corrections
for the WFC3 images using v1.0 of the stand-alone
wfc3uv_ctereverse program provided by STScI. In the
case of galaxies analyzed in previous iterations of our project,
we used the existing photometry originally performed on
images created with the Multidrizzle package (Fruchter
et al. 2008) but applied CTE corrections derived from new
master frames. The last column of Table 1 indicates the
procedure followed for each target. In all cases, individual
images were registered and aligned to better than 0.1pix.
3. PHOTOMETRY
Given the crowded nature of our fields, we performed time
series PSF photometry using DAOPHOT, ALLSTAR, and
ALLFRAME (Stetson 1987, 1994), a well-established suite of
programs used extensively for this type of work (Stetson et al.
1998). The PSFs for the various cameras and chips were
determined using the same software on simulated images
created with the TinyTim package (Krist et al. 2011). As
previously stated, we only used ACS or WFC3 stacked images
to generate the input star lists required by ALLFRAME and for
the subsequent photometric calibration, including the deriva-
tion of aperture corrections. We followed the procedures
explained in detail by M06 for the generation of the master
input lists and frame-to-frame registration. These were the same
procedures carried out by R09b and R11 for the analysis of
SNIa hosts targeted in previous iterations of the SH0ES
project (flagged with “M” in column 8 of Table 1). We
performed completely new time series photometry for the
galaxies that were targeted in this phase of the project: nine
new SNIa hosts plus five hosts that benefited from additional
imaging. In the case of galaxies with no new optical imaging
relative to our previous publications (N3982, N4038, N4536,
N4639, and N5584), we used the existing time series
photometry. However, we emphasize that we obtained new
consistent photometric calibrations for all targets making use of
WFC3 F555W and F814W images, and we carried out new and
consistent procedures for variable-star identification in all
SNIa hosts and Cepheid classification in all galaxies as
described below.
As part of the work previously presented by R11, we carried
out observations of N5584 soon after the installation of WFC3
on HST. While the search for Cepheids in this galaxy was
based on “traditional” F555W and F814W imaging, a small
fraction of many orbits of that campaign was dedicated to
Table 3
Local Standard Stars
Galaxy ID α δ Magnitude
(J2000) F555W σ F814W σ
(deg) (mag) (mmag) (mag) (mmag)
M101 190735 210.89053 54.37253 21.333 9 20.966 9
M101 329066 210.85711 54.37351 21.459 10 21.194 7
M101 258240 210.86774 54.36504 21.630 11 21.655 6
M101 240467 210.85522 54.34199 21.873 17 20.759 12
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
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F350LP observations. This served as a proof of concept for
subsequent “white light” searches and, critically, it allowed us
to derive interrelations of Cepheid properties across F350LP,
F555W, and F814W. Figure 4 displays representative light
curves of six Cepheids in this galaxy spanning the range of
periods covered. It can be seen that the distinct “saw tooth”
light curve shape of Cepheids in F555W is also present in
F350LP and closely matches it in terms of phase and
amplitude.
We fit all Cepheid light curves using templates generated
by Yoachim et al. (2009). We solved for the best-fit amplitude
of each N5584 variable in each band and derived amplitude
ratios (relative to F350LP) as a function of period, shown in
Figure 5. These were later used in the analysis of Cepheids
with time series information only available in F350LP, as
explained in the next subsection. We found approximately
equal amplitudes in F555W and F350LP and the expected
0.6:1 ratio of I/V amplitudes (Klagyivik & Szabados 2009).
We found a weak period dependence of the amplitude ratios,
which we modeled using a linear function of Plog since
higher-order terms were only significant at the s~1 level (see
Table 2 for details).
Reassuringly, we found that F350LP observations yield a
coherent PLR as shown in Figure 6, with a dispersion and a
slope similar to the V-band PLR. We expect these similarities
based on the similar effective wavelengths of Cepheids in these
filters (0.53 μm in F555W and 0.61 μm in F350LP for a G0 V
star). We emphasize that the F350LP PLR is shown only for
illustrative purposes; it is not used for sample selection at any
point in our analysis.
Having validated the “white light” approach described above,
we observed an additional nine SNIa hosts using only F350LP
for time series photometry. We corrected the random-phase
observations in F555W and F814W to mean-light values using
the Yoachim et al. (2009) templates and the relations between
amplitude ratio and period derived from the observations of
N5584. We tested the procedure by phase correcting random
epochs of F555W and F814W photometry of Cepheids in N5584
using only the information from the F350LP light curves, and
comparing the result with the mean magnitude derived from the
template fits to the full F555W and F814W light curves. The
Figure 9. Representative Cepheid light curves and best-fit templates for each of the galaxies analyzed in this work. F350LP is plotted in blue, F555W is plotted in
black, and F814W is plotted in red. The latter was offset by −1.5 mag for clarity.
Figure 10. Thumbnails of representative Cepheids in each galaxy, matching
the light curves plotted in Figure 9. The deepest master frame (in F350LP or
F555W, as appropriate) was used. Each panel is 6 on a side.
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results are shown in Figure 7; the left panels demonstrate the
large dispersion that results from random-phase observations,
while the right panels illustrate the significant improvement
realized with our correction procedure, resulting in uncertainties
of s = 0.05V and s = 0.03I . We emphasize that this procedure
relies only on the assumption that the amplitude ratios found in
N5584 are applicable to the SNIa hosts observed primarily in
F350LP, and not on whether Cepheid amplitudes at a given
period are independent of metallicity (see Szabados & Klagyivik
2012; Majaess et al. 2013). In any event, the Cepheids corrected
by this procedure have abundances very similar to those used to
derive the correction (see Section 5.3 and Table 5; á ñ =O H[ ]
8.84 0.14 dex for N5584 and á ñ = O H 8.88 0.22[ ] dex
for the nine “white light” SNIa hosts).
We further corrected the mean F555W and F814W PSF
magnitudes of all stars to the standard apertures of WFC3 ( 0. 4)
Figure 11. Color–magnitude diagrams of the Cepheids (filled red symbols) that passed all the selection criteria (except for minimum period cut, which was not applied
to show the complete sample). Representative error bars are shown for the top and bottom quintile of each sample at F555W−F814W=−0.1. Ensemble photometry
is displayed as Hess diagrams (darker grays convey increased density). The solid blue line shows the s2 “blue” edge of the instability strip in the absence of extinction
(derived from LMC Cepheids), shifted to the distance of each galaxy as reported in Table 5 of R16. The solid white line shows the center of the instability strip and the
dashed white lines show the s2 “blue” and “red” edges of the instability strip as derived from LMC Cepheids, shifted by the mean color excess of each sample. The
arrow plotted in the panel for NGC 1365 shows the effect of - =E V I 1( ) mag.
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and ACS ( 0. 5). We derived growth curves for each detector
and filter following the standard approach of selecting bright,
isolated stars across all frames, removing all other objects from
the images through PSF subtraction, and carrying out aperture
photometry at a variety of radii between 0. 15 and the values
listed above. We found the growth curves for all individual
frames of a given detector and filter to be quite consistent with
each other, and therefore averaged them to improve the
robustness of this correction. The only exception was M101,
where the larger number of stars enabled a separate
determination of the growth curves, which differed slightly
(0.01 mag in F555W and 0.03 mag in F814W).
All galaxies were observed with WFC3 F555W and F814W
to provide a consistent set of photometric zeropoints. For a
few cases, the ACS data were significantly deeper, so we
combined ACS and WFC3 magnitudes using transformations
derived with SYNPHOT (Laidler et al. 2008), which uses the
well-characterized throughput information of the ACS and
WFC3 filters. We computed synthetic magnitudes using
six stellar-atmosphere models from Castelli & Kurucz
(2004) that were closest to our Cepheids: solar metallicity,
< <g2.1 log 2.6, and < <T4100 K 5150eff ( ) (equivalent to
< - <V I0.85 1.4 mag). We determined zeropoint offsets
(Δmag [ACS−WFC3]) of −0.052 and +0.829 for F555W
and F814W, respectively; the large value in F814W reflects
the lower quantum efficiency of the WFC3 detector at these
wavelengths. The offsets have uncertainties of 0.001 mag,
estimated from the scatter of the synthetic magnitudes about
the mean value. Finally, we applied the UVIS 2.0 WFC3
Vegamag zeropoints of 25.741 and 24.603 for F555W and
F814W, respectively (A. Bowers et al. 2016, in preparation),
and the crowding corrections described in Section 5.1, to
obtain fully calibrated magnitudes.
4. SEARCH FOR CEPHEID VARIABLES
The time series photometry of all target galaxies presented in
this paper was subject to a new search for Cepheids with
improved template-based period determinations and universal
selection criteria. The motivation behind this effort was to
obtain a homogeneous sample that minimized selection bias.
4.1. Identification of Variable Objects
We identified variable objects in our time series photometry
using the Welch–Stetson variability index L (Stetson 1996),
determined by the TRIAL program kindly provided by
P.Stetson. The calculation requires the derivation of epoch-
to-epoch zeropoint offsets that are based on the error-weighted
mean magnitudes of bright, isolated stars (hereafter, “local
standards”). We selected these objects through visual inspec-
tion and iteratively discarded those that exhibited variability or
had unusually large photometric errors as reported by
ALLFRAME, and we list the position and magnitudes of these
local standards in Table 3. The error-weighted mean magni-
tudes for each filter were based on the WFC3 or in a few cases
ACS time series photometry for a given galaxy, occasionally
excluding epochs with large zeropoint offsets that arose from
defocusing or imperfect guide-star lock.
It is well known (see Section 4.3 of Kaluzny et al. 1998) that
the photometric errors reported by DAOPHOT and related
programs require a magnitude-dependent rescaling to yield
consistent variability indices. We applied this correction and
then flagged as variables all objects with L 0.75. Given the
relatively small samples in N4424 and N5917, we lowered the
L threshold to 0.60 and 0.65, respectively, to examine
additional light curves. However, we found only five and one
additional candidates, respectively, which passed the visual
inspection. Figure 8 shows the distribution of L versus
magnitude for all fields.
In the case of N4258, we benefited from extensive additional
resources from previous Cepheid searches and did not carry out
a new search for variables. We used the Cepheid candidates
from M06 as well as the ground-based samples from
Fausnaugh et al. (2015) and Hoffmann & Macri (2015), which
have considerably more extended baselines than the typical
HST-based search. Hence, the latter two studies preferentially
detected long-period Cepheids and aided our efforts to match
the characteristics of the Cepheid population in this galaxy to
those in the SNIa hosts. We identified the Hoffmann & Macri
(2015) Cepheids in a single-epoch galaxy-wide mosaic
obtained as part of this project using HST ACS/WFC
F555W and F814W images and phase-corrected their magni-
tudes to mean light. Fausnaugh et al. (2015) had already
calculated the HST F555W and F814W mean magnitudes as
one of the intermediate steps in their analysis, and kindly
provided the measurements to us.
4.2. Cepheid Selection
We fit all variable objects with Cepheid light curve templates
(Yoachim et al. 2009) using 150 trial values that were equally
spaced in Plog in the range P=10–100 days (except for
M101 and N4258, where the number of trials was increased
and the range lowered to =P 4min days owing to their
considerably closer distance). We carried out simultaneous
light curve fits in all bands whenever a target had time series
photometry in multiple filters, discarding objects that were
Figure 12. Best-fit light curve amplitudes as a function of period in F350LP,
F555W, and F814W for the Cepheids that passed all the selection criteria
(except for minimum period cut, which was not applied to show the complete
sample). Filled blue symbols denote the mean values every 0.2dex in Plog
and the vertical lines denote the s3 range.
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undetected at one or more wavelengths. For each initial trial
value, the light curve fitter found the best overall period and
phase offset and solved for the light curve amplitude in each
band. We stored the outcome of each trial, including the value
of c2 based on the fit to the Cepheid template in the “primary”
band (F350LP or F555W).
We visually inspected the six best solutions (in terms of
lowest c2) for every single variable. The vast majority of the
objects in each galaxy (91%–98%) were very poorly fit by the
Cepheid template at any trial period, and were removed from
further consideration. We cannot reliably reject candidates based
on c2 because factors other than goodness of fit influence those
values. For instance, often Cepheid photometry achieves high S/
N, particularly for long-period objects, thus real substructure in
the light curves will artificially inflate c2 despite the template
fitting the data better than for other variables with lower S/N.
Rarely, for objects that passed our visual inspection, we found
two solutions with very similar periods and values of c2, in
which the one with a slightly higher value of the statistic yielded
a better fit to data in a secondary band (typically F814W) or a
better overall phase offset. In those cases we selected the better
fit despite the small statistical difference. Figure 9 shows sample
light curves of Cepheids in each galaxy to display the template
fits and the range of periods covered in this analysis. While the
templates may not provide a perfect fit to the light curves, the
residuals show no statistically significant bias in the derived
Figure 13. WI PLRs for the Cepheids that passed all the selection criteria (except for minimum period cut, which was not applied to show the entire sample). Larger
symbols denote variables located above the adopted period cuts. Solid lines indicate the WI PLR slope of −3.38±0.02 mag dex
−1 derived in a global fit by R16,
applicable to >P 10 days. The dashed lines represent the observed s2 dispersion of each PLR.
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mean magnitudes. In particular, the color term of the WH
magnitude primarily used by R16 to determine H0, which is
based on our F555W and F814W measurements, shows a
completely negligible offset of 0.002±0.002 mag. We also
provide finder charts of the representative Cepheids in Figure 10,
from the stacked master images in the primary band of their
respective hosts.
We then applied additional selection criteria to remove
candidates that, while variable and periodic in nature, failed to
meet the expected properties of isolated Cepheids with low to
moderate reddening. We computed the mean F555W and
F814W magnitudes of each object, either by integrating the
best-fit template light curves when we had time series
photometry in those bands or by correcting the random-phase
observations to mean light based on the observed F350LP
amplitudes and the relations derived in N5584. We further
restricted the sample based on the uncertainty in the phase-
corrected color, setting limits of s < 0.4VI mag (0.3 mag) for
variables with <P 25 days (>25 days). We allowed for higher
dispersion in the shorter-period (hence, fainter) objects to
account for their larger photometric uncertainties. We also
applied this cut to variables with time series photometry in
these bands, but no objects were rejected thanks to the
statistically more robust determination of mean colors.
We also required that the mean-light colors of the candidates
fall within the expected range of the Cepheid instability strip,
Table 4
Universal Criteria Applied for the Selection of Cepheid Variables
Galaxy This Work R16
Initial B R sVI WI Pmin Passed WI No H WH Final I Final H
M101 791a −75 −50 ... ... −15 651 −136 −224 −181 515 246
N1015 72 −13 −7 ... ... −21 31 −6 ... −17 25 14
N1309 186 −9 −9 ... −7 −88 73 −13 −1 −28 60 44
N1365 101 −3 −4 ... −1 ... 93 −18 −15 −46 75 32
N1448 197 −41 −27 ... −3 −25 101 −18 −8 −39 83 54
N2442 681 −41 −87 −25 −40 −33 455 −25 −87 −227 430 141
N3021 52 −3 −1 ... ... −5 43 −27 −2 −23 16 18
N3370 151 −2 −3 ... −6 −46 94 −34 −4 −27 60 63
N3447 239 −37 −18 ... −2 −36 146 −34 −21 −45 112 80
N3972 187 −41 −36 −3 −20 −8 79 −2 −2 −35 77 42
N3982 51 −10 −1 ... −2 −14 24 ... ... −8 24 16
N4038 41 −2 ... ... −3 −1 35 −5 −3 −19 30 13
N4258 549b −50 −29 ... −69 −66 335 −102 −35 −161 233 139
N4424 59 −14 −22 −2 −7 −2 12 −6 −1 −8 6 3
N4536 57 −3 −3 ... −1 ... 50 −6 −2 −15 44 33
N4639 59 −7 −5 ... −3 −5 39 −22 −2 −12 17 25
N5584 352 −2 −2 ... −4 −132 212 −18 −13 −116 194 83
N5917 59 −11 −17 −3 −2 −5 21 −9 ... −8 12 13
N7250 74 −14 −9 −2 −3 −2 44 −20 ... −22 24 22
U9391 91 −14 −18 −2 ... −21 36 −11 ... −8 25 28
Total 4049 −392 −348 −37 −173 −525 2574 −512 −420 −1045 2062 1109
Notes. Criteria applied for removal in this work: = - <B V I 0.5 mag; = - >R V I 1.5 mag (2.0 mag for N2442, N7250); s s= -V IVI ( ) exceeded maximum
value (0.4 mag for <P 25, 0.3 mag otherwise); s= >W 3I outlier in WI PLR; =Pmin below minimum period with complete filling of instability strip. R16 values
applicable to WI “NML” variant and WH “preferred” three-anchor solutions: s= >W 2.7I outlier in global fit to WI PLR; No H: where optically identified Cepheids
are not observed in the F160W band; s= >W 2.7H outlier in global fit to WH PLR.
a Thirty-three likely PopII pulsators already removed.
b We identify some Cepheids from the literature without the necessary information to uniformly apply these criteria, but do so where available.
Table 5
Cepheid Properties
Galaxy α δ ID Period Mean Magnitude Amplitude Z Flag Lit
(J2000) F555W σ F814W σ F555W F814W F350LP
(deg) (day) (mag) (mmag) (mag) (mmag) (mag) (dex)
N1015 39.53598 −1.33722 54744 26.096 28.012 122 27.010 132 ... ... 1.076 8.400 O
N1015 39.54914 −1.30783 61919 26.171 27.954 153 26.458 114 ... ... 0.688 8.865 O
N1015 39.53734 −1.32133 29667 26.301 27.463 110 26.551 85 ... ... 1.088 9.141 O
N1015 39.55384 −1.32662 127773 26.539 27.950 147 26.768 120 ... ... 0.958 9.070 O
N1015 39.54168 −1.32376 56181 26.835 27.866 133 26.699 99 ... ... 0.808 9.138 O
Note. = +Z 12 log O H[ ]. Flag: indicates Cepheids used in R16 for near-infrared analysis only (H), optical analysis only (O), both (OH), or the five variables in
M101 used by R16 in the near-infrared analysis with -V I values outside our limits (X). Lit: indicates a match to a previously published variable; S99—Silbermann
et al. (1999), M06—Macri et al. (2006), R11—Riess et al. (2011), S11—Shappee & Stanek (2011), F15—Fausnaugh et al. (2015), H15—Hoffmann & Macri (2015).
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
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< - <V I0.5 1.5mag. We increased the upper limit to
- <V I 2.0 mag for N5584 and N2442, since they exhibited
a larger amount of internal differential extinction and are
subject to a greater mean foreground reddening owing to their
relatively low Galactic latitude: » b 13∣ ∣ and 24°, respec-
tively, with corresponding -E V I( ) of 0.202 and 0.268 mag
(Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011). We note that the M101 sample
used by R16 accidentally included 5 variables with
< - <V I1.5 1.65 mag. These objects are included in our
tables for completeness. Figure 11 displays the color–
magnitude diagram of each galaxy. We plot the s2 “blue”
edge of the instability strip as derived from extinction-corrected
colors of OGLE-III LMC Cepheids (Soszynski et al. 2008),
shifted in distance modulus according to the values listed in
Table 5 of R16. All our Cepheid samples exhibit colors that are
consistent with this expected limit. We also plot in that figure
the full instability strip shifted by distance modulus and by the
mean color excess of each sample.
Given the lack of time series information in F555W and
F814W for a substantial fraction of the SNIa hosts, we did not
apply any selection criteria based on the light curve amplitude
ratio between these two bands. Figure 12 shows light curve
amplitudes in the primary band of each galaxy (either F555W
or F350LP) as a function of period.
We calculated “Wesenheit” magnitudes (Madore 1982),
which correct for the effects of extinction and the nonzero
temperature width of the instability strip , with the formulation
= - ´ -W I V II I ( ). Using ground-based V and I magni-
tudes of LMC Cepheids provided by the OGLE project
(Udalski et al. 1999; Soszynski et al. 2008; Soszyński et al.
2015) and  = 1.45I , we find a slope of - 3.309 0.024
magdex−1. We clipped s3 outliers by sequentially removing
the single most significant datum per iteration as advocated by
Kodric et al. (2015). In the case of N4424, where the Cepheid
candidate sample is very small and exhibits a large spread, we
adopted a fixed range of ±1 mag for the rejection. In the case of
M101, the galaxy is significantly closer than the rest of the
sample and the observations are comparatively deeper. Thus,
we also detected PopulationII pulsators that exhibit a well-
separated parallel PLR about 2 mag fainter than the Popula-
tionI relation. We therefore removed 33 objects by applying an
initial cut 1.5 mag below the center line of the PopulationI
relation.
In the case of N4258, we incorporate Cepheids from
separate, unique surveys and thus are unable to apply the
criteria in a universal manner. We apply the criteria to
candidates when the necessary information is available to us.
In particular, we fit the M06 objects from Tables4 and 5 with
the Yoachim et al. (2009) templates, which led to the inclusion
of an additional 121 Cepheid candidates originally identified
but rejected by M06, and we rejected 39 in their sample which
failed to meet our requirements.
Figure 13 displays the WI PLRs of the “Final I” sample
(column 12 of Table 4), augmented by 308 variables below the
minimum period cuts that passed all other selection criteria, for
a total of 2370 variables. We also plot in each panel the best-fit
global slope of −3.38±0.02 mag dex−1 obtained by R16 for
>P 10 days. This slope was derived using fully calibrated
HST F555W and F814Wmagnitudes, and is therefore slightly
different from the OGLE-based value quoted above.
Two additional restrictions are applied in the analysis
detailed in our companion paper (R16): (1) variables with
periods below a galaxy-dependent limiting value are not used,
since the instability strip may not be fully sampled by our
observations (see Section 5.2); and (2) objects must pass
additional criteria related to their F160W photometry. Table 4
documents the number of candidates remaining after each step
in the selection process and Table 5 lists the properties of all the
selected variables.
5. SYSTEMATICS
We now provide details of three systematic effects directly
related to the discovery and characterization of Cepheids at
optical wavelengths: photometric corrections owing to crowd-
ing, incomplete coverage of the instability strip at short periods,
and determination of chemical abundances. A comprehensive
analysis of other sources of systematic uncertainty that affect
the determination of H0 is presented in R16.
5.1. Crowding Corrections
We define crowding as a systematic bias in photometric
measurements arising from a high density of sources that in
aggregate affect the statistical determination of the “sky”
background and the PSF fit to an individual object. It is
different from discrete blending, where some stars have a
companion source (or in rarer cases, a few companion sources)
that are too close to each other to be disentangled (Mochejska
et al. 2000; Chavez et al. 2012). Blends can be removed by
applying color cuts and iteratively rejecting outliers (see R16
for details) because the flux from the companion source(s) will
make the Cepheid anomalously brighter and/or alter its color,
rendering it an outlier. Crowding can be corrected through
artificial star simulations as described below.
We randomly added 10 stars with the same mean F555W and
F814W magnitudes as a given Cepheid to the master image of
Figure 14. Crowding corrections for Cepheids in N5584 that passed all
selection criteria (except for minimum period cut, which was not applied to
show the entire sample), obtained via artificial star simulations. Solid lines
indicate the mean values reported in Table 2 of R16. Error bars show the
dispersion of magnitude offsets for multiple trials at the given period.
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each band, placing them within 30 pixels in radius relative to
the location of each variable. Each artificial star was placed at
the same location in both F555W and F814W to quantify the
effect on the -V I color. If an artificial star landed within
2.5pixels of another source that was up to 3.5 mag fainter, we
flagged it as a blend; otherwise, it contributed to the crowding
statistics. We repeated the procedure 20 times per galaxy to
increase statistics.
We performed PSF photometry on the simulated images and
compared the known input magnitude of the artificial stars to
the measured values. We calculated a mean correction and
dispersion for each Cepheid and used these values to derive a
mean offset and dispersion for all objects in each galaxy.
Figure 14 shows the result of this procedure for N5584. The
larger scatter seen at shorter periods is caused by the fainter
nature of those Cepheids, whose photometric measurements are
affected more strongly by variations in the the underlying
stellar population. We adopted a single value for this correction
for a given band and galaxy instead of a correction that varied
with period (or logarithm of the period) because we did not find
a statistically significant improvement from those approaches.
Note that the crowding bias nearly cancels for the color
combination used in the primary PLR of R16, a near-infrared
Wesenheit magnitude. Table 2 in R16 presents further details
of this procedure.
5.2. PLR Incompleteness
Given the nonzero width of the instability strip and its
projection into the period–luminosity plane, incomplete cover-
age below a certain period is a natural outcome of a magnitude-
limited survey (Sandage 1988) if the photometry does not
extend below the faintest Cepheid magnitudes. This leads to the
preferential selection of brighter variables at shorter periods
and, if unchecked, may result in a bias in the distance estimate.
In previous iterations of this project (R09a and R11), we
empirically derived completeness limits by calculating apparent
distance moduli as a function of minimum period and
identifying the values below which a bias in distance modulus
became evident. While this varies slightly between galaxies,
when examining N3021 we find a S/N of ∼10 in F555W at the
period limit of 15days. This S/N value is a useful threshold
Figure 15. Relative distance moduli and uncertainties in the mean as a function of minimum period for subsamples in each galaxy, based on fits to the WI PLRs. The
symbols in each panel denote (from right to left) the results for subsamples containing the top 40%, 55%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%, and 100% of the variables
sorted by period. Values are expressed relative to the distance modulus obtained for the top 75% of the sample (sorted by period). The horizontal dotted lines denote
the s2 range of values obtained by randomly subsampling 75% of the variables in each galaxy (regardless of period); the dashed lines are used to show the
corresponding s1 values for N4424 and N5917. While incompleteness below a given period is only sometimes apparent, conservative minimum period cuts are
adopted and shown by the vertical dotted lines. In some cases these match the lowest-period Cepheid in a galaxy.
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below which we may expect some incompleteness due to
several reasons described below. We carried out the same
procedure for our new Cepheid samples, examining distance
moduli in F555W, F350LP (when available), F814W, and WI.
Figure 15 shows the result of this analysis for WI. In some
cases, we see evidence for incompleteness below the afore-
mentioned S/N threshold, but in many we do not. Incomplete-
ness may arise from inadequate phase coverage at periods
below the lower limit of our optimal-spacing procedure (note
the prominent aliasing features in the power spectrum of Figure
3 below 15 days). Photometric measurement errors, coupled to
the use of Wesenheit magnitudes, can partially cancel the
correlation of F555W and F814W residuals and dilute the effect
of incompleteness below certain periods. Therefore, we
adopted the minimum period cuts derived by R09 and R11,
and applied conservative minimum period cuts to the new
SNIa hosts based on their relative SN-based distances and the
expected S/N for Cepheids of a given period based on
exposure-time calculators. Table 6 lists the adopted values for
all galaxies.
5.3. Chemical Abundance
The effect of different chemical abundances on Cepheid
luminosities and colors, and therefore on distances derived by
adopting “universal” PLRs, is a topic of intense investigation
on both the observational and theoretical fronts (Gould 1994;
Macri et al. 2006; Romaniello et al. 2008; Bono et al. 2010;
Freedman & Madore 2011; Shappee & Stanek 2011; Pejcha &
Kochanek 2012; Kodric et al. 2013; Fausnaugh et al. 2015).
While the effect is expected to be reduced and perhaps negligible
at 1.6μm, the analysis presented by R16 still solves for a
“metallicity dependence” as a nuisance parameter and therefore
requires an estimate of the chemical abundance of each Cepheid
in the sample. As in previous iterations of this project, this is
estimated from the metallicity gradient across each galaxy
measured via emission-line spectroscopy of H II regions (see
Section 2.5 of Riess et al. 2005 and Section 3 of R09a).
Observations were carried out using Keck I/LRIS (Oke et al.
1995) and supplemented by literature data where necessary.
We derived [O/H] abundances of individual H II regions via
the R23 method as calibrated by Zaritsky et al. (1994) and
present these measurements in Table 7. We solved for a
gradient as a function of deprojected galactocentric distance for
galaxies with at least six measurements and low dispersion. In
the case of galaxies that did not meet these criteria, we adopted
a fixed gradient based on the mean of the aforementioned
subsample. We were unable to obtain any observations of
N2442 and therefore calculated consistent abundances using
the [O II]/Hβ and [O III]/Hb ratios published by Bajaja et al.
(1999). The use of a fixed global gradient led to implausibly
Table 6
Minimum Period Cuts for Period–Luminosity Relations
Galaxy Pmin (day) Note
M101 5 N
N1015 25 W
N1309 38 VI
N1365 10 WF
N1448 15 W
N2442 15 W
N3021 15 VI
N3370 23 VI
N3447 20 W
N3972 15 W
N3982 20 VI
N4038 28 VI
N4258 5 N
N4424 15 W
N4536 10 VI
N4639 20 VI
N5584 20 VI
N5917 25 W
N7250 15 W
U9391 25 W
Note. N, nearby galaxy ( D 7 Mpc) with very deep photometry; VI, galaxy
with time series photometry in F555W and F814W analyzed by R09a/R11,
previously derived Pmin adopted; W, galaxy with time series photometry in
F350LP only, conservative Pmin adopted; WF, galaxy with previous WFPC2
photometry in F555W and F814W and deeper WFC3 master frames in those
bands, conservative Pmin adopted.
Table 7
H II Region Properties
Galaxy Name α δ r Z σ
(J2000) (kpc) (dex)
N1015 H11 02:38:09.60 −01:18:52.06 6.45 9.037 0.112
N1015 H12 02:38:10.66 −01:18:32.66 11.93 9.139 0.065
N1015 H03 02:38:12.79 −01:18:24.35 16.59 8.904 0.215
N1015 H09 02:38:11.78 −01:18:28.13 14.17 8.864 0.561
Note. = +Z 12 log O H[ ]. r: deprojected galactocentric radius using the
distances from Table 5 of R16. Names starting with “N” indicate data observed
after analysis and not utilized in the metallicity gradient fits in Table 8, but
listed here for completeness.
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
Table 8
Galaxy Metallicity Gradients ( +12 log[O/H])
Galaxy Z ( =r 3 kpc) σ dZ/dr σ rms Note
(dex) (dex kpc−1) (dex)
M101 9.204 0.060 −0.032 0.003 0.09 a, f
N1015 9.423 0.178 −0.050 0.020 0.18 f
N1309 9.075 0.057 −0.072 0.010 0.08
N1365 9.343 0.051 −0.046 0.004 0.15
N1448 9.083 0.063 −0.030 0.004 0.15
N2442 9.315 0.168 −0.050 0.020 ... b, f
N3021 9.154 0.082 −0.121 0.027 0.08
N3370 9.081 0.043 −0.070 0.008 0.06
N3447 8.810 0.178 −0.050 0.020 0.23 f
N3972 9.232 0.115 −0.050 0.020 0.12 f
N3982 9.042 0.051 −0.117 0.019 0.09
N4038 9.113 0.046 −0.041 0.009 0.14
N4258 8.981 0.021 −0.018 0.002 0.12
N4424 9.000 0.081 −0.050 0.020 0.08 f
N4536 9.071 0.033 −0.036 0.004 0.06
N4639 9.072 0.054 −0.089 0.010 0.13
N5584 8.968 0.040 −0.067 0.007 0.06
N5917 8.577 0.034 ... ... 0.03 f
N7250 8.605 0.033 ... ... 0.03 f
U9391 8.936 0.167 −0.050 0.020 0.17 f
Note. = +Z 12 log O H[ ]. r: deprojected galactocentric radius using the
distances from Table 5 of R16. a: from Kennicutt et al. (2003); b: from Bajaja
et al. (1999); f: gradients fixed to given values.
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low values for a small number of Cepheids in N1015 at large
galactocentric radii, beyond the last H II region. We set the
abundances of those few variables to + =12 log O H 8.4( )
dex, as the lowest value a Cepheid might realistically have in
the disk of a large spiral (Bresolin et al. 2012; Sánchez-
Menguiano et al. 2016) in accordance with the minima seen in
the other hosts. We solved for only a mean value in the case of
intrinsically small galaxies where no spiral structure and H II
gradient is expected (N5917 and N7250). Lastly, in the case of
M101 we adopted the metallicity values given in Equation (6)
of Kennicutt et al. (2003), but applied an overall offset to bring
them into the system of Zaritsky et al. (1994). Table 8 presents
our findings, which are displayed in Figure 16.
Bresolin (2011) used an alternate calibration method based
on the electron temperature (Te) of nebular oxygen abundances
which, as discussed by R11, consistently measures a shallower
gradient compared to the Zaritsky et al. (1994) calibration. R16
used the metallicity of Cepheids derived from the measured
gradients as a parameter and presented variants of H0 based on
both calibrations as well as one independent of metallicity,
allowing an examination of the changes in H0 due to the
metallicity and these calibration methods. However, we
Figure 16. Abundance values as a function of deprojected galactocentric radius. The solid lines indicate gradients obtained by fitting the data, while the dotted lines
indicate fixed values. The panel for M101 shows the gradient derived by Kennicutt et al. (2003), offset to the abundance scale of Zaritsky et al. (1994). The square
points represent data taken after the analysis was concluded and are shown for completeness.
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emphasize that R16 find no metallicity dependence in the
infrared analysis.
6. SUMMARY
We presented the result of a homogeneous search for
Cepheids using HST at optical wavelengths in 19 SNIa hosts
and N4258, one of the anchors for the extragalactic distance
scale. Our efforts yielded a sample of 2200 variables, the
largest to date outside of the Local Group. We discussed our
methodology for data processing, photometry, variability
search, and identification of Cepheids, as well as systematic
corrections required to enable a determination of H0 in our
companion publication (Riess et al. 2016).
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